
 
 
 

 

Endorsements attaching to LMA3053A Lloyd’s Cancellation policy wording   
 

 
 

INSURING CLAUSE 
 
The Insuring Clause in the LMA3053A Lloyd’s Cancellation policy wording  is amended or 
restated as follows:- 
 

1.1 This Contract of Insurance is to indemnify the Insured for their Ascertained Net Loss 
should any Insured Event(s) be necessarily Cancelled, Abandoned, Postponed, 
Interrupted, Curtailed or Relocated, which necessary Cancellation, Abandonment, 
Postponement, Interruption, Curtailment or Relocation (including Adverse Weather) 
is the sole and direct result of a cause not otherwise excluded which occurs during 
the period of insurance and is beyond the control of  both the Insured and the 
Participant therein.   

 
1.4    This Contract of Insurance also indemnifies the Insured to include loss arising as a 

result of Theft or Death or Illness of Birds. Such Theft or Death or Illness of Birds 
must occur during the Policy Period and prevent the Assured or event organiser 
from undertaking the Insured Event 

 
In any claim and/or action, suit or proceeding to enforce a claim for a loss      
hereunder, the burden of proving that the loss results from Theft and Death or 
Illness to Birds shall fall upon the Assured. 

 
 
ADVERSE WEATHER 
 
The Definitions section in the LMA3053A Lloyd’s Cancellation Policy Wording is amended to 
include Adverse Weather, which is defined as extreme weather conditions including fog 
which 
 
a) occur on the day(s) of the event and which are deemed by the event organiser on 

the date of the Event to pose a serious threat to the safety of those attending the 
Event 

b)  
and/or 

 
c) occur during the Policy Period and which result in conditions which the Local 

Authority consider to pose a serious threat to the safety of those attending the 
Event 

 
and/or 

 
d) occur during the Policy Period and which prevent the Assured or event organiser 

from undertaking the necessary set up to enable the event to proceed due to  
 

(i) concern for the safety of those responsible for the necessary set up, or 
 
(ii) reasons of physical impossibility. 

 
In any claim and/or action, suit or proceeding to enforce a claim for a loss hereunder, the 
burden of proving that the loss results from Adverse Weather shall fall upon the Assured. 

  



 
 
 

 

EXCLUSIONS 
 
The following Exclusions in the LMA3053A Lloyd’s Cancellation policy wording are amended 
or restated as follows:- 
 
7.5    Is deleted 
 
7.6    Is deleted 
 
7.21 any communicable disease or threat or fear of communicable disease (whether 
actual or perceived) other than Avian Flu which leads to: 
 

 7.21.1 the imposition of quarantine or restriction in movement of people or animals 
by any national or international body or agency;  

 

 7.21.2 any travel advisory or warning being issued by a national or international 
body or agency. 
 

7.18.2 Is deleted in respect of financial failure or closure of the shoot venue only, out of 
the control of the Insured. 
 
 
CONDITIONS PRECEDENT 
 
The Conditions Precedent section in the LMA3053A Lloyd’s Cancellation policy wording are 
amended to include:- 
 
4.4.1    The shoot cannot be cancelled before 11am on the day of the shoot 
 
4.4.2      The policy cover must be placed at least 14 days before the first    

   shoot takes place. 
 
4.4.3      The shoot is deemed to have occurred if 50% of the activity is          
    completed. 
 
 


